Abstract. In this paper, we present a study by AC calorimetry on the thermoelastic martensitic transformation in a Cu-AI-Ni shape memory alloy, both under quasi-isothermal conditions and by using a dynamical method. Whereas internal friction measurements have shown that the martensitic transformation behaviour exhibits a strong dependence on the rate of change of temperature in both cooling and heating, calorimetric measurements using DSC do not usually show this dependence. Therefore, it is usually argued that the internai friction results are linked to the measurement technique and not to the martensitic transformation itself. However, our AC calorimetry measurements also suggest that the martensitic transformation exhibits some intrinsic kinetic effects dependent on the rate of change of temperature.
INTRODUCTION
The kinetics of the martensitic transformation has been a source of controversy in the last years. Whereas the internai friction measurements show a clear evidence that the martensitic transformation behaviour is strongly dependent on the cooling/heating rate [1, 2] , it is usually argued that this dependence is induced by the experimental technique and not an intrinsic effect associated with the martensitic transformation. This argument is mainly supported by the results obtained using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements which do not reveal any dependence on the rate of change of temperature over rates typically ranging from 5°C/min to 20°C/min.
Moreover, although the enthalpic changes obtained from DSC experiments are very well established, some features of the specific heat in the phase transformation region can be masked by the dynamical character of the technique, in such a way that some intrinsic effects could be overlooked in the interpretation of the results.
In this work, we propose the so-called AC calorimetry as a powerful technique for studying martensitic transformations. This calorimetric method has been developed in the last 30 years ( [3] , and references therein) and shows important advantages for the study of phase transitions in solids. AC calorimetry provides a low data dispersion in the relative values of the specific heat (typically 0. 1%) and a high temperature resolution (a few mK), therefore they are very successful in measuring structural phase transitions when the associated specific heat anomaly is very low. Moreover, with the use of this technique, accurate measurements in a wide range of temperatures can be performed without strict adiabatic conditions (see, for instance, [4] ). Hystérésis effects can also be studied since cooling and heating measurements can be easily performed. On the other hand, the chance to use very small temperature steps in short temperature intervals becomes specially important in the precise détermination of the specifie heat in the close vicinity of the critical temperature. Finally, AC calorimetry allows measurements to be made under both quasi-isothermal and dynamical conditions, which makes this technique very useful for the study of the kinetic effects in phase transitions.
AC CALORIMETRY
AC calorimetry permits the determination of the specific heat of a sample from the measurement of the thermal oscillations produced by a periodic heating power. The sample is kept in thermal contact to a thermostatic lblock, which guarantees a constant sampie mean temperature The sample temperature c slightly oscillates around Ts by means of a periodic signal at a frequency 35 Under some experimental conditions below), the small amplitude of these oscillations w ii-iK') is found o be 1 proportional to the inverse of the specifie heat at 7',.
By means of the heat diffusion equations and by using the principle of energy conservation, Sullivan and Seidel [5] obtained the amplitude of the temperature oscillation for a slab-shaped sample. The gênera) solution for the sample temperature has two different terms, a constant DC component above the thermal bath and an oscillatory AC component given by :
Poli 12) 2mus &lt; " where Po is the heating power on the upper surface of the sample at the frequency 0) = 2nif, and Cs is the specific heat of the sample. The dynamical behaviour of the system with oscillatory heat input involves two characteristic time constants : tex which is the relaxation time associated to the thermal coupling between the sample and the thermal bath, and Tint, the characteristic time for the sample to reach the internai thermal equilibrium, depending on sample thermal diffusivity. If Tint « rS it is possible to find a frequencyf for which the terms associated with both characteristic times in (1) can be neglected. In these conditions, the specific heat is given by :
C, ==-- (2) 27., An AC calorimeter built and optimised in our laboratory has been used to perform specific heat measurements in a wide temperature range, providing a sample temperature resolution of around lmK while the dispersion of the relative specific heat data is around 0. 1% [6] . Chopped light from a halogen lamp is used to heat the sample periodically. Two thermocouples of 0. 025 mm diameter were attached to the sample. One of them provides the DC temperature difference between the copper block and the sample, whereas the other one was used to obtain the AC oscillating thermal amplitude. An automatic program allows control of the system and data acquisition. There are two experimental procedures. In the so-called quasi-isothermal method, the temperature of the sample (Ts) is programmed in discontinuous steps ; temperature jumps as small as 25 mK can be used. After each heating or cooling period, the approach to the quasi-isothermal conditions at the preset temperatures is monitored by continuous measurements of the sample mean temperature Ts until the selected equilibrium criterium is satisfied. A number of Ara, data is then obtained and the mean value is recorded. The second procedure is a dynamical method which allows the cooling/ heating of the sample, with varying rates from 0. 06'cumin to 6°C/min. In this case, both the sample temperature and the amplitude of the thermal oscillations are simultaneously recorded.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A single crystalline sample of Cu-13. 7%AI-4. 5%Ni (wt. %) has been used for the specific heat measurements [7] . The oblate-shaped sample, with an area of 3 mm and a thickness of 0. 2 mm, was annealed for 30 min at 900C and quenched in 0C water. Preliminary transformation results were obtained by DSC from 250 K to 350 K with a heating rate of IO°C/min. In order to obtain a reproducible transformation process, the sample was cycled several times, after which the transformation behaviour is reproducible. Measurements at other scanning rates, 5°C/min, 2. 5'cumin and 1°C/min, were also performed. It should be noted that rates lower than 1°C/min dramatically increase the data dispersion. In all cases the enthalpy of the phase transformation was found to be practically constant : AH z 6 J/ g. Therefore, we can conclude these DSC measurements do not show any temperature rate dependence, in agreement with previous works.
Nevertheless, the internai friction results show a clear dependence on the rate of change of temperature, specially below 1°C/min. The obtained spectra drop progressively down as the isothermal conditions are attained. Figure 1 shows an example of the internal friction spectra obtained on a similar Cu-AI-Ni alloy both under isothermal and dynamical conditions (40 K/h) [1, 2] . This experimental controversy leads us to perform calorimetrie measurements by means of an adequate technique able to reach these low seanning rates. The AC calorimetry measurements were made on the same sample used in DSC measurements, which was heated by using chopped light a-t 0. 5 Hz, a frequency for which the amplitude of the thermal oscillations is found to be proportional to the inverse of the specific heat. The experimental specific heat bas been obtained by using both the discontinuous steps technique and the continuous cooling or heating technique. In the former, the Cp data were obtained every 0. 5C except near the peak temperature where 0. 1C intervals are used ; in the second one, measurements at several scanning rates were performed. Figure 2 shows the specific heat curves, both during the forward and reverse transformation, obtained by using the dynamical method at the same rates of temperature change as were used for the intemal friction spectra presented in Figure 1 . As we can see in Figure 3 , these curves are highly different from the ones obtained from the quasi-isothermal method.
0. 14,,-15[-----7- Figure 2 . Specific heat measurements by AC calorimetry a sample of Cru-13. 7avi-4. 5Ni both under quasi-isothermal on a sample ofCu-13. 7At-4. 5Ni. by using the dynamical conditions and at a temperature rate of40 K/h, during the method at a temperature rate of 40 K/h, both during the forward (a) and reverse (b) martensitic transformation forward and reverse transformation.
(every one plotted at different Cp scales).
At temperatures below or above the transformation range, the specific heat curves give different CA IV values for the austenite and martensite phases, cp and cap, respectively (Figure 3 (a) ). This result is due to the different crystal vibrational spectrum in each phase. On the other hand, the quasi-isothermal measurements show that the peak associated to the phase transformation is very small both in heating and cooling mesurements. As it is well known, AC calorimetry is not able to measure the latent heat present in these transformations. On heating, the latent heat is directly provided by the thermal bath to which the sample is thermally anchored, whereas it is dissipated to the thermal bath on cooling. In both cases its actual value remains unknown and explain the small peaks found in the experiments. This fact, together with the observed thermal hysteresis, is a clear evidence of the strong first order character of this phase transition.
On the other hand, the observed specific heat around the phase transformation is much higher when the measurements are performed by using dynamic methods. Moreover, the specific heat peak is higher and sharper during the reverse transformation, as we can see in Figure 2 . In some previous works [8, 9] , the discrepancies found between heating and cooling experiments were related to the thermoelastic character of the transition. The forward transformation has a tendency to spread in a wider range of temperature because of the progressive increase of the elastic contribution as the transformation goes on. Due to the martensite plates formed during the forward transformation, a small part of this elastic energy is lost in such a way that the reverse transformation takes place in a narrower range of temperature [10] .
However, the presence of latent heat can partially explain the high peak observed for the reverse transformation in dynamic heating measurements. In this case not only the thermal block but also the heating pulses of the chopped light are the expected sources of the latent heat absorption. As a consequence, the thermal oscillations of the sample must be highly damped which, by relation (2), leads to high apparent values for the phase transition specific heat. However, the latent heat effect cannot explain the specific heat behaviour in the forward transformation when the dynamic method is used. In this case the non-modulated latent heat dissipation cannot affect the sample thermal oscillations. The experiments show values lower than those found for the reverse transformation, but far above the results obtained by the quasi isothermal method. This fact, together with the internal friction measurements, suggests the presence of kinetic effects associated to the martensitic transformation As a consequence, care must be taken in the interpretation of the dynamic results, even when low scanning rates are used. The apparent agreement observed among measurements at different rates above l°C/min, such as in DSC results, must not be seen as a lack of kinetic effects. In fact, our calorimetric results together with the internal friction data show a clear tendency to an independent behaviour in the heating/cooling rates at values higher than l°C/min. Finally, the heat dissipation associated to the frictional work of the martensite plates [11] , which is expected to be dependent on the temperature rate, does not favour any simple interpretation of the dynamical data. In this situation, specific heat measurements by Adiabatic Calorimetry are highly recommended as a guarantee for the sample thermodynamic equilibrium and for a reliable deterrnination of the latent heat of the transformation.
CONCLUSIONS
The AC calorimetric results show that this martensitic transformation exhibits some intrinsic kinetic effects which are strongly dependent on the rate of change of temperature. The DSC curves do not allow the observation of these effects due to the high scanning rates usually used for reliable results. The AC calorimetry data are in agreement with the internal friction spectra which also show a noticeable difference between the isothermal and transitory terms.
